The violence can be physical, psychological or sexual. Physical violence can be by the use of sharp objects. Chest stab wounds with retained penetrating objects are rare. Here, we have reported a case with a knife impaled in her upper back who was treated successfully without any complications. A 35-year-old woman presented to our emergency department with an in situ knife at T4–T5 level. Neurologic examination revealed normal and bed side sonography reveals no free fluid in the abdomen, but lung sliding was disrupted on the left hemithorax without evidence of tamponade. A portable chest-x ray showed that the knife passes through an oblique track from right to left. The patient transferred to the operating room and the 50 cm knife removed without traumatic force. Limited thoracotomy with chest tube placement was done. We have reported a case report of an in situ knife at the upper back of a young woman who was successfully treated. The patient was stabbed in the upper back due to her husband’s violence and the knife passes through an oblique track from right to left without any vascular injury. We stabilized the patient and used bedside sonography as a modality for diagnosis and decision making.
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INTRODUCTION

Violence against women is one of the causes of psychological and physical injuries in them.[1] The Centers for Disease Control and prevention 2010 National Intimate partner reported 35.6% of intimate partner violence in women’s over their lifetimes.[1] These violence can be physical, psychological or sexual, physical violence can be by the use of sharp objects.[1] Chest stab wounds with retained penetrating objects are rare.[2] Here, we have reported a case report of impacted knife in the upper back who was treated successfully without any complications.

CASE REPORT

A 35-year-old woman presented to our emergency department with multiple stab wound and an in situ knife at T4–T5 level. She told that her husbands stabbed her back when she tried to run away. At the time of admission, the blood pressure was 95/65 mmhg, the heart rate was 92 beats/min, the respiratory rate 24/min, and arterial oxygen saturation 94%. The physical examination revealed a 4 cm stab wound in the second cervical zone without crossing platysma and a 10-cm stab wound in the lateral aspect of the left forearm with evidence of tendon cut. A kitchen knife was seen in the upper back alongside of T4–T5 and the exact location of the tip could not be visualized. Neurologic examination revealed normal and bed side sonography reveals no free fluid in the abdomen, but lung sliding was disrupted on the left hemithorax without evidence of tamponade.

A portable chest X-ray showed that the knife passes through an oblique track from right to left [Figure 1]. The patient transferred to the operating room and the 50 cm knife removed without traumatic force. Limited thoracotomy with chest tube placement was done. We have reported a case report of an in situ knife at the upper back of a young woman who was successfully treated. The patient was stabbed in the upper back due to her husband’s violence and the knife passes through an oblique track from right to left without any vascular injury. We stabilize the patient and used bedside sonography as a modality for diagnosis and decision making.
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chest tube placement was done [Figure 2]. After vascular surgeon consultation, computed tomography angiogram was done which revealed normal. One week later, the left forearm tendons repaired successfully, the patient discharged home after 3 weeks with psychological consultation and without any complication.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Case of in situ knife injuries are rare in the literatures, here we have reported a case report of an in situ knife at the upper back of a young woman who was successfully treated. Novakov also reported similar case with thoracic stab wound as suicidal attempts. He was presented with impaled knife in the left hemithorax without pericardium penetration and he was treated without any fatal injury.[2] Our patients were stabbed in the upper back by her husband’s violence and the knife passes through an oblique track from right to left without any vascular injury.

Agarwal et al. have reported a retained blade to the intramedullary spinal cord, who was treated successfully. Their patients have stabbed by serrated knife in the T11–T12 laminar bone.[3] Our patients stab wound was near T4–T5 space without insertion into the spinal space or spinal bone injury.

The removal of embedded knives may lead to major bleeding and shock; so, they should remove in the operating room with direct visualization.[4] The assessment of other possible injuries should be considered in this patients.[2]

LIMITATION AND CONCLUSION

The case reports of thorax in-situ knife was rare, the aim of this report was to present a nonfatal chest stab wound with huge knife in situ. We stabilize the patient and used bedside sonography as a modality for the diagnosis of concurrent tamponade.
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